Sociology
Paper 2: Crime & Deviance

Name:
Teacher:
Target grade:

Crime & deviance:

Crime

Deviance

Definition

Examples

What will happen? Social control

•
•

•
•
•

Murder
Theft
(Laws can change over time e.g in
1920’s in USA illegal to produce
and drink alcohol).

•

Telling lies
Parking illegally
Tattoos
Piercing
(Societies norms change over
time/culture. E.g sex outside of
marriage, homosexuality)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Illegal act.
Formal rules and laws

Socially defined- not the act itself,
but how people react to it.
Goode: Deviance is behaviour,
beliefs and physical characteristics
that break social norms and
produce negative reactions.
Informal rules (unwritten)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Social order

Police= enforce law and maintain
order.
Courts= deal with offenders and
sentence those found guilty.
Houses of parliament=make laws.
Formal rules
Enforced by social pressures
Peers
Family
Teachers
Religion
media
Positive- rewards if comply= gift?
Negative- ignoring them, arguing or
persuade to change behaviour.
Informal rules

What is it?

Consensus approach

Conflict approach

For people to live and work together,
order and predictability is needed.
Stable and ordered.
Rules.
Methods – formal and informal rules.

(Functionalist)
social order and stability depends upon
co-operation between individuals and
groups common interest/goal.
Abide by rules.

(Marxist)
Conflict of interests as different groups in
society. Clashes happed as do not share a
common interest/goal. E.g the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat.

Why do people break the law?
Psychological reasons:
Traits or features of individual offenders.
Personality- impulsive behaviour.
Maternal deprivation- research has shown that early
childhood deprivation and separation between mother and
child in childhood might have long-lasting impacts= develop
criminal personality.

Biological reasons:
Lombroso people born criminals- jaws/shape of skull.
People more likely to commit crime because of the genes they
have inherited.
Premenstrual tension – stress caused by menstruation can
make women act differently and so some argue that they
cannot be held responsible for their actions. 80% crime
committed by women around the period of menstruation.

Sociological theories and crime:
Functionalism

Marxism

Feminism

Interactionalism

Consensus
Crime and deviance is part of society it’s normal (Durkheim). Each society has rules,
should be a general agreement about this- common values (collective conscience).
Harmonious society= social cohesion/ social solidarity.

Conflict theory
Criminal behaviour is influenced by the
structure of society- conflict.
Social inequality (capitalist system) the reason
behind why people commit crime.

Society= patriarchal
Crime and deviance concentrates on men.
Female offending only recently started being
studied.
20% women who offend.

Looks at the individual
Labelling theory- why only some people and
some acts are labelled and defined as deviant or
criminal- whilst others aren’t?

•

Feminism has made the following contribution to
crime and deviance:
Female offending and experiences of women in
criminal justice system.
Women as victims of crime.

4x functions of crime:
• Re-affirm boundaries- publicity of what happens if a crime in committed shows
society what happens if boundaries are crossed.

•
•
•
•

Changing values- public outcry to a certain crime can signal a change in values,
can lead to a change in law to reflect this change.

•

Social cohesion- communities can come together in shared outrage- sense of
belonging.

•

Safety value- deviant acts= pressure release stop from committing more serious
crimes.

•

Laws are made by the rich and powerful
(bourgeoise)- to benefit themselves.
Police govern the laws (repressive state
apparatus).
Bourgeoise impose their capitalist valuesthrough secondary socialisation e.g school
(ideological state apparatus)
Different groups, treated differently
within criminal justice system.
Capitalist system= greed and personal
gain. Wanting the last phone etc. those
living in poverty- driven to crime because
of material deprivation.

Merton- Strain theory 1930’s America.
• Crime and deviance as a result of strain between the socially accepted goals of
society and the socially approved means of obtaining those desired goals.
• Society sets goals (e.g. nice house, nice car) but doesn’t say how to achieve thisdeviant ways to achieve this. No norms= anomie.

Carlen:
Argues that human beings are not naturally good or
bad but will make rational decision to turn to crime
if the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.
• Working class women have been controlled by
promise of rewards.
• Working class women are expected to make the
class deal (money for working hard).
• They make a gender deal that in return for their
love and domestic labour they get psychological
and material rewards from a male breadwinner
• When rewards are not available or due to
poverty- they may turn to crime as an
alternative

Cohen- subcultural theory (adds to Merton’s theory).
• w/c youths reject mainstream N+V, because of the frustration they feel.
• Mainstream N+V replaced with deviant subculture N=V.
• Alternate means of gains status (within subculture).

Criticisms of the approach:
• Crime is not always functional for society
• People don’t always share common values.
• People can be selfish- Postmodernism, society= fluid and flexible pick and
choose.

Heidensohn: Uses control theory to explain why
women commit less crimes than men.
Patriarchal societies control women more
effectively than men so it is more difficult for
women to commit crime.
Private sphere (women at home)
Public sphere (men at work).

Criticisms of the approach:
• Too much emphasis on class inequality.
• Ignore other inequalities e.g ethnicity and
gender (feminism)
• Marxists say people are forced into crimes-

Criticisms of the approach:
• A patriarchal society does not necessarily mean
that this factor leads women to commit crime.

Becker: An act only becomes deviant when others
define it as such.
The label of deviancy depend on:
1.
Who commits the act
2.
When and where it was committed
3.
Who observes the act
4.
The negotiations that take place
between the actors (individuals)
involved in the interaction

Look at how crime and deviance is reacted to
rather than the causes of it.
Young black males more likely to be stopped and
searched than any other group. Argued the result
of police officers belief more likely to offend
(institutional racism).

Criticisms of the approach
• Shifts blame away from those who are deviant
(offender) onto those who have defined them
as deviant.
• It does not explain how some people choose

Who commits crime?
Gender and Crime

Ethnicity and Crime

Social class and Crime

Age and crime

Locality and crime

Women more likely
to found
guilty/cautioned for
handling stolen
goods (50%).

Official stats- show that some ethnic groups are overrepresented in the prison population relative to their
proportion in the general population.
Black people- 5times more likely to be in prison than
white people.

Official statistics show that there is a link between a
persons social class and the likelihood of them
committing a crime.
W/C more likely to commit crimes over M/C.

Age of criminal responsibility: 10.
Official stats- young people, particularly males more
likely to engage with criminal activity than older people.

Link between crime rates
and locality (area).
Crime in urban areas is
higher than rural areas.
Victim of crime lower in
rural areas.
Risk higher in deprived
areas.

Women socialised
differentlybedroom culture.
Females fewer
opportunitiesbehaviour more
closely monitored
by parents.

Chivalry thesis:
Females may be
treated more
leniently than
males within
criminal justice
system- including
arrest/sentencing.

Black people seven times more likely to be stopped and
searched by police than white people.
3.5 times more likely to be arrested.
Black people more likely to experience unemploymentpoverty and relative deprivation.
Stats exaggerate crime among particular ethnic groups
rather than reflect the actual levels.
(Media influence?)

Institutional racism in the police?
Police engage in a canteen culture whereby they are
more likely to label, target and prosecute black people.
The Macpherson report identified institutional racism
in the met police.

What is being done to change?
• Recruitment of black officers
• Black police officers in higher positions within the
police force.
• Education

Ethnic minorities as victims:
Racially motivated crimes examples of social problems.
British gov trying to tackle through legislation: 1998
crime and disorder act: new offences- racially
aggravated assault. Carry a higher sentence than
offences which are not seen to be racially aggravated.

Why differences?
• Dark figure of crime- inaccurate stats.
• W/C more likely to be targeted, arrested and
prosecuted than M/C/
• W/C families= material deprivation turn to crime.
• W/C education- bottom sets- lower paid jobs=
turn to crime.
• Anomie- goals and how to achieve them? Some
means= criminal.
• W/C more likely to join anti-school subcultures,
have different N+V to mainstream society.
• Labelling- W/C labelled by police as more likely to
commit ‘visible crimes’ e.g. graffiti, vandalism, anti
social behaviour.
White collar crime:
Crime committed by people in higher positions M/C
e.g managers, accountants or lawyers.
Examples: tax evasion, fraud, misuses of expense
accounts.
Conducted within the work environment.
Undiscovered, unreported or unrecorded.
Corporate crimes:
Crimes committed by employees on behalf of the
company they work for.
Examples: manufacturing and sale of unsafe products
or unfit foods.
Also environmental offences e.g pollution of water.

Self report studies found young people who commit
crime commit minor offences.
Why?
• Peer group pressure
• Subcultural engagement
• Seek excitement/thrill.- Edgework
• status frustration
• Break down in social control of young people at
home/school.
• Police label.
Youth crime facts:
70% of youth crime committed by 7- 8% of the country’s
youths
76% re-offend within two years
£2,300 savings from preventing a single youth crime
Youths as victims of crimes:
35% of 10- to 15-year-olds have been victims of at least
one "personal" crime - assault, robbery or theft.

16-25 year olds are 6x more likely to be victims of crime
than those aged 75 and over

Youth crime a social problem?
Fold devils.
Group seen to be a threat to society.
Moral panic generated.
Scapegoat and blame for societies problems.
Control youth crime:
ASBOs
Curfews
Not successful as they are a status or symbol/ bade of
honour among the young.

•

•
•

Inner city= social
inequality and
economic
deprivation.- causes
of crime.
More opportunities
in urban areas.
Different policing
methods in rural
areas.

How is crime recorded?

What are they?

Official statistics

Victim surveys

Self- report studies

Crimes recorded by the police.
Published by the home office every year.
Secondary, quantitative data.

Question about people’s experience of crime. E.g British
crime survey- completed every year since 1982- published by
the home office as well as the police recorded crimes.

Questions people about their offending.
e.g the offending, crime and justice survey
commissioned by the home office.
Measures self-reporting e.g drug use and
antisocial behaviour in England and Wales.

Sample 40,000 households.
Interviews people 16 & over- victim of a crime in the last 12
months. Ask whether they reported this to the police.
Advantages

Identify patterns and trends.
Easy access- internet
Free cost.

Uncovers the dark figure of crime.
Rapport due to interviews.
More accurate statistics.

Uncovers the dark figure of crime.
Find out offenders age, gender, social class and
their location.
Find out victimless crime.

Disadvantages

Dark figure of crime.
Not all crime is recorded- or recorded.
Does not give explanations as to why.
Does not provide a valid or true picture.
Socially constructed- outcomes of a series of choices and
decisions made by various people involved such as victims,
witnesses and police.

People aren’t aware they are a victim
Could lie- memory changes the event.
Doesn’t cover all crimes recorded by the police e.g murder
fraud only asks about crimes against a person, e.g property
crime.

People may lie.
Don’t cover all crimes committed.
Household surveys- therefore do not ask
homeless people or those in prison.
Only trivial crime uncovered as people do not
want to admit to committing a serious crime.

Does the media create crime?
Crime in the news a lot.
Sets the agenda- what is newsworthy?
Deviancy amplification.
Negative effects ‘copy cat’ crimes. Folk devils.

Keywords:
Keyword:

Definition

Anti-social behaviour

Behaviour which causes harassment distress or alarm.

Institutional racism

Practices that discriminate against ethnic minorities

Macpherson report

Investigated crime within the police force.

Victim surveys

Household based study ask respondents about a time when they reported
a crime to the police.

Negative sanction

Social control and socialisation – causes punishment.

Repeat victimisation

Being a victim of the same type of crime regularly.

Scapegoating

Blaming an individual or group with something that is not their fault.

Relative deprivation

Groups feel that they are unfairly disadvantaged in relation to similar
people

Moral panic

Media fuelled over-reaction of social control and socialisation

Corporation crime

Crimes committed by employees on behalf of the company they work for.

White collar crime

Crime committed by people in higher positions

Official statistics

Government statistics

Valid

True reflection

Social order

Stable and order society with set rules.

Bias

Treating unfairly

Deviancy amplification

Exaggeration of a particular social issue.

News value

Importance given to a particular event by a newspaper or television
producer.

Violent crimes

Violence against a person- from GBH to assault, kidnap.

Youth crime

Crime committed by individuals who are too young to be sent o an adult
prison.

Formal social control

Behaviour controlled through organisations e.g the police.

Approaches to the media:
Conflict approach

Pluralist approach

Marxism:
This approach sees society as having conflicting interests. The owners of the newspapers are seen as
part of a powerful and wealthy minority group.
Strong position to put out their views and opinions.
Own interests to set the new (set agenda).

Post modernism:
Plurality or a range of views and interests exist in society and no single group dominates. This range
of opinions and views is reflected in the wide variety of newspapers.
Freedom of the press- Media is generally free of any government or direct owner control, therefore
they can present whatever viewpoint they want.
Pick and mix approach- (postmodernism).
Ordinary people can publish their thought on twitter attack those in power on blogger, they can use
other social media like YouTube, Facebook.

Direct influence on the audiences as consumers.
(Hypodermic syringe model).

Freedom to set up new newspapers.
Goes against Marxist approach of control of media is by media owners.

Pluralism- post modernism- people pick and choose the media.

Conflict argue the journalists and editors still set the agenda of what goes into the media.

Interactionalism- we are individuals we make our own interpretation and can respond and decode
(Hall) in our own way.

Do people really have choice?
Do all people respond to the media?- digital divide.

Agenda of the media:
Agenda setting

Profit motive

Norm setting

News Values

Involved the power to manage which
issues are to be presented for public
discussion and debate and which issues
are to kept in the background.

Operate to make money. Influence
content.

Outline acceptable behaviour and
boundaries.
Positive images of certain groups e.g
firefighters.
Negative images of others e.g asylum
seekers.
Power to shape and influence public
opinion.
(link to hypodermic syringe).

Set a values which are seen to be
newsworthy, whereby events, issues
and personalities are considered by
editors to be newsworthy.

Power of the editors to decide.

Gatekeepers consider story and likely
to sell a paper?
They control and decide what to cover
and how to present it.
Consider how to ‘close the gate’.
Gate keepers are in a strong position to
set the agenda.

What will sell?
Those who own the media- in their
interests to keep in Bourgeoise.

Globalisation
Spread of ideas
around the
world.
World=
interconnected.

Role of the media:
Socialisation role:

Political role

Role of the Internet

Amplifying deviancy:

Pluralist approach:
The media is a powerful source of socialisation.
Exposure to adverts such as these we have looked
at may influence society.
This plays an important role in our identities & how
we see ourselves & how others see us.
Our sources of identity include gender, age,
ethnicity and social class, religion and sexuality.

Political views, values and beliefs from the media.
In turn we affect whether we vote- main source of
information about politicians and current affairs.
Especially during election campaigns.

1990’s internet access in Britain via libraries and
internet café’s- homes, schools and workplaces.
Now: on phones and TVs.
Internet help democracy.

Newspaper readership tends to side with a
particular political party.
E.G Daily telegraph has supported the conservative
party.

Internet/email as a democratic tool:
• Access info on local government- Directgov.
• E-mailing local councillors.
• Info quickly and cheaply.
• Response.
• Interactive.
• Concerned about an issue= find people who
share their concerns.
• Political actions= email brings members
together. E.g anti-war.

Cohen:
Media creates moral panics.
Exaggerated the extent and significance of a social
problem.
Folk devils= threat to society. E.g Mods and
Rockers.

We through the media, make our own choices
about what we wear, our hairstyle, leisure
activities.
Conflict approach:
We are just injected with messages about how we
should look.
We feel like to have to fulfil these. E.g keep up with
the latest trends to be able to fit in and feel a part
of society- if not ‘marginalisation may occur’.
(Link to Bandura study- copy cat approach)

Thus influencing voting behaviour.
Curtice and Mair- concerns over:
The press having too much influence over how
people vote.
Negative coverage stop people voting all together.
Unhealthy for democracy?
(Conflict approach)

Pluralism: More people can participate,
communicate and circulate lots of different
information.
Open space for discussion.

Media exaggerate the seriousness of events:
The number of people taking part.
The numbers involved within the violence.
The effects of any damage.
Media created a false image of young people and
their activities.
Threat to social order.
Media can amplify deviance and provoke more!!
Does the media encourage violence? Some would
argue yes= copy cat approach. Injected with
messages and pictures of crime that is taken at
face value and isn’t challenged.

Bandura: nursery school children watched a film of
an adult punching a plastic doll with a mallet.
Children copied the violence. Link to hypodermic
syringe model.
Socialisation through education (peer pressure)
Anti school subcultures

Socialisation through the family- as primary
socialisation teaching N+V.
Material/culturally deprived?

Could be argue from a pluralistic perspective that
people can pick and choose the paper they read
and therefore who they vote for.

Digital Divide-Those who have access to the
internet and new media technology and those that
don’t.
New stratification.
Can be argued that it is not a political tool as not
everyone has access.
Negatives to the role of the internet- can be used
to commit new types of cyber crime.
Internet- ‘go viral’ could be negative due to spread
of information.

Gauntlett:
Identifies problems with much research on media
violence. He argues that to understand violence,
you have to study violent people.
Compare young offenders and non-offenders:
Young offenders: watched less television
Had less access to technology

Effects of the media?
Hypodermic syringe

Gratification approach

Decoding approach:

Marxism
Capitalist ideology subject through the media.
(conflict approach)

Gratification model:
This model focuses on what audiences do with the media
and how we use it. The approach examines the individual
needs that are gratified, or, met by the media.
For example:
You may watch the chase as it is enjoyable, educational and
a chance for us to try and beat the experts!

Hall:
Decoding how media messages are produced,
disseminated, and interpreted. E.g a television may have
several meanings, to several people!

Hypodermic syringe Model:
During the early 20th century it was believed that the
mass media (which did not include television) could
have a lot of power over its audience.

McQuail: needs that television most stratified.
The hypodermic syringe model was one of the earliest
approaches to study the effects of the media.
The idea behind the model is that the audience receives
daily injections of messages from the television and
newspapers. These messages work like a drug!
A direct and powerful message.
Docile audiences who just absorb information.

Pluralist approach/ Decoding: audiences are active in making their
own interpretations, choices and messages.

How we decode a particular programme is shared by our
cultural and social backgrounds, our age, gender and
ethnicity.
How respond depends upon own reading of this.

Personal identities: we might watch a show like this
morning as it gives us an insight into ourselves.
Personal relationships: we might watch a show like
Coronation street as a substitute for real-life
companionship.
Information: we might watch the daily news to find out
what is happening in the world.
Entertainment & Diversion: We watch comedy shows, to
escape from our problems and to relax.

Audiences are active.
(pluralistic approach).

Could be argued that the gratification model takes parts from both
the hypodermic syringe model and the decoding approach.

Audience are active- goes against hypodermic syringe model.

Gratification approach suggests that the audiences use and
interpret the media and it stratifies them in certain ways. It doesn’t
not however suggest that audiences respond to the media,
therefore suggesting that they are still being injected with
messages.

Representations in the media:
Gender

Ethnicity

Social class

1970’s media- women stereotyped rather than realistic.

Black people absent from television 1950’s/1960’s and 1970’s.
Black people=Negative stereotypes= criminals/conflict/ riots

Underclass often presented as ‘scroungers’, who rely on the state
and are a burden to society (New Right).
Media label these people and therefore inject society with these
values rather than actually explaining why (not seen to be
newsworthy) or attempting to help.
W/C shown to be against society/ anti- school subcultures.

Sue Sharpe:
Looked at images of men in children’s books.
Still traditional images of men and women.
Link to Functionalism Parsons segregated conjugal roles- women=
expressive.
Man= instrumental.
But is changing

Simplify race issues.
Cottle= reporting hiding racist Britain
Abercrombie:
1990’s changes in representation.

London Riots.
Folk devils- Cohen

More black actors and presenters.
Cumberbatch:
Adverts= men
Voice-overs = men.
Women in adverts young and blonde!
Women shown with a male partner.
Women in sport:
Media doesn’t tend to write about it, but if they do= Trivialised

However:
Media representation of people of a South Asian heritage.
Bagguely and Hussain:
Riots= gangs in Asian youths.
Not present British Asian communities views.
Folk devils: Arranged marriages, cultural breakdown.

Ruling class own the media- publish information to benefit
themselves.
Marxists- argue through they hypodermic syringe model people
W/C objected with capitalist ideology.

Hypodermic syringe model- inject messages influence society=
leads to institutional racism within schools/police etc.

Is society becoming classless?
Are people choosing to identify with other labels- ethnicity, social
class.
Post modernism- people can interpret the media in their own
way.

Men’s magazines:
Gauntlett
Men like to look at women.
Men like cars, gadgets and sport.
= stereotypical gender!

Feminists would argue that the media is a patriarchal institution in
which men dominate over women.
Men tend to be in higher managerial positions within the media
making the decisions and gatekeeping- thus influencing how
women are projected and therefore perceived by others.
Link to hypodermic syringe model.

Changing?
More awareness of racial discrimination- more educational
programmes targeting?
Celebrities show support to end racism.

Keywords:
Keyword:

Definition

Keyword:

Definition

Mass Media

Refers to forms of communication that reach out to large audiences

Globalisation

Spread of ideas around the world. World= interconnected

Digitalisation

Integration of digital technologies into everyday life

Digital divide

Division of those who have access to new media technologies

Moral panic

Exaggerated the extent and significance of a social problem.
Society worried about a social issue.

Interactivity

Consumer interact with media product

Folk devil

Someone who is a threat to society e.g mods and rockers

Amplification of deviance

Social reaction from the mass media and public leads.

Democracy

Government by the people= right to vote

Convergence

Media companies maximising their sales of their products through a
variety of formats.

Pressure group

A group of people who try to persuade the government to adopt
a particular policy.

Social media

refers to a group of online and internet- based applications that are used
for social interaction among large groups of people.

Pluralism

Range of views and opinions exists in society.

News referencing.

Agencies that spread the dominant ideology of the dominant ruling class
and justify the power of that class.

Values about issues and personalities and groups positively and
others negatively shape public opinion

Institutional racism

Practices that discriminate against ethnic minorities.

Conglomerate

A huge corporation or company formed by merging different
firms. E.g newspapers, films and digital tv services.

Power

Ability to get what they want

Ideological state apparatus

Hegemony

Dominance in society of the ruling class’s set of ideas over others, and
acceptance of and consent to them by the rest of society. This becomes
part of everyday ‘common sense’.

Digital divide
Agenda setting

involved the power to manage which issues are to be presented for public
discussion and debate and which issues are to kept in the background.

Gatekeeping

The power of some people, groups or organisations to limit access to
something valuable or useful. For example the mass media have the
power to refuse to cover some issues and therefore not allow the public
to access the information. (profit motive- need to make money!)

Identity

How we see ourselves.

News Values

The values and assumptions held by editors and journalists which guide
them in choosing what is newsworthy.

Sociology
Paper 2: Social inequality
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Stratification:

Gender

Functionalism and stratification:
Davis and Moore:
Social stratification is ‘universally necessary’.
For any society to survive it needs the following to be able to function:
•
All roles in society must be filled.
•
Roles filled by people who are best able to perform them.
•
Necessary training must take place.
Davis & Moore argue that mechanism allowed roles in society to be fulfilled by the best people.
Attach highest rewards to functionally important positions.
Society is meritocratic.
Criticism:
Assume only limited number of people have the talents- people can have many talents.

Ethnicity
Marxism and stratification (Class)

Weber and stratification (Class)

Capitalist society developed 18th & 19th century because of machines and factories.
Two classes in this society- those who owned the means of production (bourgeoise) & those who worked in
the factories (proletariat).

Against Marxist idea that society is just divided into capitalist class and working class.
Thought society based on market situation= some people more skilled than others.
Skilled worker and unskilled workers seen by Marx as the working class, but not fair.

Capitalist class (bourgeoisie) used their position of power to exploit the labour of their workers and increase
profits.
Polarisation of social classes- new forms of technology replaces workers with machines (mechanisation ). As
time passed created greater and greater differences between the classes= class conflict. Marx= polarisation of
social classes.

Society divided:
Upper class (owned property and have economic power).
Professional M/C
The petty bourgeoisie (lower M/C owned small business)
Manual working class.
No polarisation as argued by Marx.

Alienation= capitalism endless supply of material goods, didn’t make people happier or more satisfied.
Capitalism created social alienation. People were powerless as they lived in fear they would lose their jobs and
homes. Capitalism treated people as commodities.

Status- different groups compete for this status. E.g the car they drive, the clothes they wear. Have similar life
chances.

Marx believed the capitalist system would collapse= political revolution classless communist society.
Criticism:
Laws done govern- people can make decisions.
Economic factors shape human society- other important factors e.g. gender (feminism) ethnicity and national
identity. Capitalism is still happening.

Criticism:
Marxists would argue Weber’s idea hides the true extent of capitalism.
Wealthiest= more powerful.

Social class:
Class:

Explanation

Upper

Elite in society.
10% of population
Owner and directors of companies, top professionals and senior politicians.
High levels of income and wealth. Access to power.

Middle

Working

50% of the population.
Upper-middle class higher levels of education and hold professional jobs.
Lowe end= shop and office workers.
‘manual workers’ declined in size.
Now call centres/ fast food restaurants.
Require few skills and poorly rewarded. No power over pay or conditions.

Does social class still matter?
Argued less relevant in contemporary society.
‘class is dead’.
Decline in heavy industry- coal mining-manufacturing
means less W/C.
Class identity less straight forward. Class identity not as
important as social identity.
Postmodernism- pick and choose identity from ethnicity,
gender and class.

Measurement of class:
Registrar General classification
From 1911 to 1998. Manual and non manual jobs.
Classes 1, 2 & 3- non manual e.g solicitors/ teachers (middle class).
Classes 4 & 5- manual e.g postal deliver workers, labourer or cleaners.
Criticism: People with no jobs not included.
Women’s social class determined by her husbands occupation.
Same job title hides hug difference e.g farmer could hide the size of the farm- income.
National statistics socio-economic classification (NS-SEC)
Changed to- (National statistics)
Uses occupational scale to produce statistics on different types and the status of the workforce.
Groups occupations together that have similar rewards from work e.g pay, employment status and levels of control.
1)
Higher managerial, professional occupations- high court judge or chief executive.
2)
Lower managerial, professional occupations- teacher/ social worker.
3)
Intermediate occupations class centre worker.
4)
Small employers, own account workers e.g restaurant owner.
5)
Semi-routine occupation e.g postal worker or farm worker.
6)
Routine occupations, van diver, bar staff.
7)
Never worked and long term employed.
Criticism: ONS more complex than this scale.
Putting people into categories based on their occupation is difficult e.g where would you put authors or actors or someone that inherits money.

Saunders’- Class not important, but social identities and
social background is.
Is important as can influence where people end up in the
occupational hierarchy.
Following factors:
•
Parents (their social class/level of education/
interest in child's education).
•
Type of school attend (private?)
•
Conditions in the home (overcrowding?).
Saunders, individuals ability for motivation more
important than social class origins.
(meritocracy).
Curtice and Health say people are as likely to identify
with a class today as they were in the 1960’s.
Other sociologists= more important divisions within
society.
Sociologists would argue that inequalities do with age,
gender, ethnicity and class are all interrelated or linkedcan’t just look at social class. E.g white, working class
boys

Poverty:
Keywords

Definition

Absolute
poverty

Cannot pay for the basic essentials of life e.g food, clothing and shelter.

Relative
poverty

Individuals lacks the resources to participate in activities that are widely
available to the to the majority of people in the society in which they
live.

Measuring poverty:
PSE
The national poverty and social exclusion survey examines the extent of
poverty and social exclusion in Britain.
2000: different measures of poverty:
Income levels
Lack of items that are seen as necessities.
Subjective measures – people consider themselves living in poverty.
Found that 26% British population were living in poverty
Rowntree established the idea of a poverty line.
Essentially a basic level of income below with the individuals income was
‘insufficient to obtain the minimum necessities’.
Primary poverty (Absolute poverty) spent their money on essentials but
still went without- couldn’t buy children shoes.
Secondary poverty (relative poverty) had enough income for essentials
but spent money on Tobacco and alcohol.
2015: 1.5 million children are in poverty because their working parents
do not earn enough to secure a basic standard of living.
20.5% full-time employees are in low paid jobs.

Life Chances:
Keywords

Definition

Life
chances

The opportunities that an individual has to share in the culture and
material rewards that society has to offer.

Education

Healthcare

Boys from M/C home more
likely to have a chance of
continuing school and going
to university than a boy
from W/C.
Link between home life
(external factors)- origin and
destination (employment)
have become weaker for
women and men –
meritocracy.

19th Century medicine began to take towards scientific
understanding of disease. 1898- common killers= TB whooping
cough- death at an early age common and life expectancy low.
20th century improvement homes, diet.
21st century cancer and strokes, death and early age uncommon
and average life expectancy higher- knowledge of disease and
how to live a health lifestyle.

Educational attainment is a
critical factor in determining
future employment.
Marxist perspectivecorrespondence principle
(Bowles and Gintis) through
the hidden curriculumprepare for the world of
work.
Anti-school subculture may
limit their life chances as a
result of failing to follow the
N+V of the school.

Black report’ 1980
Improved health, still divide.
Across genders and age.
W/C= early death, more likely to be born low birth weight and
suffer obesity later in life. W/C more likely to have hearing and
visual problems, decaying or missing teeth.
W/C adults more likely to suffer alcoholism and mental health
issues. Life expectancy lower than M/C this is what is meant by
health as a life chance.
Why continuing?
• Doctors quick to label disease in certain specific social groups
than others – inaccurate statistics.
• Ill health cause of low social status?- healthy people more
likely to have a well paid job.
• Ill health from material circumstances= low income, poos
housing/ working conditions.
• Cultural explanations- W/C more likely to smoke, drink more
alcohol, poor diet low levels of exercise. W/C more likely to
make ‘bad choices’.

Things that affect life chances:
•
Gender- Sexism
•
Ethnicity- racism
•
Sexual orientation- homophobia.
•
Disability- continue to experience
restricted access to employment.
•
Religious beliefs- hate crime. Physical
attacks on places of worship.
Social mobility:
The movement of an individual either up or down the social scale.
Example: W/C student uni degree enters into a teaching profession (upward mobility).
Governments are interested in social mobility.
Society provides an equal opportunity and operates meritocratically.
Individuals rewarded on the basis of their efforts.
Intra-generational- social mobility experienced by an individual during their life time.
Intergenerational -social mobility experienced between generations. E.g son compared to parents.
Functionalism- social mobility achieved through meritocracy
Marxism- meritocracy is a myth (illusion of equal opportunities).
Child poverty commission 2010- 80% people born in the 1980’s moved to a different social class from
their parents.
Argued declining levels of social mobility in the UK due to economic changes. Less white collar jobs.
Well-paid secure jobs replaced with low-paid, insecure jobs.
Criticisms :
Goldthorpe:
W/C child a 25% less likely to get a managerial job in comparison to M/C child.
Social mobility not changed much since study in 1972-1974
Social mobility in Britain in in decline.
Due to changed in occupational structure.
Skilled manual jobs have declined- due to machines.
Problems with measuring social mobility:
Unreliable data- recall their earlier employment, may lie.
What age measure mobility from?
What about temporary jobs?

Power:
Weber on Power

Political Power

Three types of power:
Rational authority
Rule- based authority e.g Military
Officers give orders and should be obeyed
without question.
Clear rules and regulations
Failure to obey= sanctions.

Some people in society have the power to make decisions whilst others follow them.

Traditional authority:
Custom and tradition e.g Monarchy.
The power of the king- used to be based
on their ability to use armed forces. Now
hereditary= inheritance.

Nation state: governments have control over an area. Sense of belonging= anthem/ flag. Populations= citizens with equal rights.

Charismatic authority:
Certain quality of an individual in society
e.g Adolf Hitler. Followers put complete
faith in to the follower.
Weber: the most able people are
appointed to the positions of power in
society. Make decisions based on the
interests of the majority.
Criticism:
‘Ideal types of authority’ leaders are
unlikely to conform to these models.

Luke: Who makes the decisions?
Who controls the agenda?
Who have the ability to manipulate the wishes of others?
Parsons: Power= changing.

Democracy: equal say in society.
Pluralism: working democracy decisions are made by the government, but many non- government organisations will try to influence the
decisions.
Marxism= proletariat have little or no impact upon government decisions.
Political party=Achieve power by election to the government.
Britain’s electoral system= first past the post – most votes wins.
Support can be unevenly distributed.
Alternate voting systems – proportional representation (seats based on how many votes) but labour and conservative don’t want an
electoral reform.
Voting behaviour:
Partisan alignment- people voted out of loyalty.
Social class main influence e.g W/C= labour.
M/C= conservative.
Now: Partisan dealignment = people vote out of self interest. Now influenced by a variety of reasons e.g media (post-modernism).
Lack of turnout only 1 in 3 voted in 201= voter apathy= lack of interest in the outcome of an election.
Interest groups: seek to influence government policy
Protection group look after their members e.g trade unions.
Promotional groups have a common cause eg stopping HS2

Social stratification:
Gender

Ethnicity

Age

Explanation:
Feminism has highlighted the importance of studying gender and gender inequalities.

Explanation:
Ethnic group is a social group whose members share an
identity based on their cultural traditions, religion or
language.
Ethnic minority- group of people who are from a different
ethnic group from the general population live in.
Race- division in terms of natural and physical
characteristics. Sociologists reject humankind can be divided
into racial differences, instead argue that this is created and
constructed by society. Sociologists do however recognise
racism and racial discrimination exists.

Chronological age:
Look at age and whether you are allowed to participate in certain activities. E.g allowed to
buy an alcoholic drink at 18 in a pub.

Sex – male of female, biological differences- ascribed at birth.
Gender- social practices, expectations and ideas that are associated with femininity
and masculinity (socially constructed)
Oakley: Families socialise children differently- develop a gender identity. E.g colour
girls in pink.
Differentiate with toys given- boys guns and castles, taught to be independent and
strong.
Mass media plays a role.
Inequalities in gender:
Last 40years tried to address inequality in education and employment. Linked to antidiscrimination laws and equal pay act (1970).
Sex discrimination act (1975).
Despite this feminism= gender inequality still the biggest division in society.
Society organised and benefits men as we live in a patriarchal society. Gender
inequalities are ‘man made’- so is possible to create an equal society.
Despite this gender inequalities in work exist. E.g some profession still dominated by a
particular sex. Hairdressing= women. Men still more likely to be in higher positions in
their workplace. ‘glass ceiling’- women less likely to be promoted.
Many women employed in low paid- part time jobs.

Argue stratifications as a result of politics, the media and
sport.
Changes:
To education, employment and criminal justice system.
Equality and antidiscrimination legislation -1976 race
relations act.
Recognised institutional racism existed in organisations such
as the police (Macpherson report)
Equal opportunities in the workplace and education.

Women= triple shift (Dunscombe and Marsden)- paid employment, domestic work
and emotional work.

Age as a social category:
Vincent: age used in all societies.
Sociologists interested in how seen in social terms.
Different social expectations? Treated differently?
Age is a social construct. E.g Childhood
Childhood:
Medieval times= children mini adults- worked.
Child labour ‘norm’ e.g chimney sweeping.
Victorian times= changes to law-children cannot work.
Childhood sperate stage= protected and vulnerable
Youth:
Only emerged as a category in the 1950’s
childhood to adulthood.
More independence, finish education, status.
Treated by society differently.
Uni- transition not as clear cut.
Old age:
Retirement and pensions before elderly worked until they were no longer physically able to.
Old age viewed differently across cultures
In Britain getting old= avoided.
Hari dye/plastic surgery (Media image presented)
Ageism- person treated unfairly- negative stereotype.
Employment equality age regulations act 2006 to stop discrimination.
Seen to be vulnerable.

Walby: Men continue to dominate women. 6 ways of exploiting women= in the
house, paid work, the state, male violence, sexuality and cultural institutions such as
the media. Contemporary society ‘new traps’
Women are still underrepresented in politics. 2-15 29% women in positions of power.
Women who choose to enter politics face many obstacles e.g family life and work
hours. Politcal agenda down played women’s issues e.g sexual harassment of pay
gaps.
Criticisms:
Argue society is becoming farer as a result of laws.
Social attitudes' are changing towards women- female Prime minister.
Women now more than ever in managerial jobs.

Biological age:
Age related to physical changes.
E.G puberty/ wrinkles. Biological age linked to chronological age.

Criticisms:
Prejudice in the labour market still exist- life chances
impacted upon.
Pakistani and Bangladeshi ethnicity much lower (even lover
for women than men) in comparison to white counterparts.

Criticisms:
People do not have to follow the expectations and people can choose to reject labels..
Age not on its own but in triangulation with gender, ethnicity, class.

Keywords:
Keyword:

Definition

Keyword:

Definition

Caste system

A form of social stratification based on religion found in India

Life expectancy

Average age someone is expected to live up until.

Life chances

The opportunities that an individual has to share in the culture and
material rewards that society has to offer.

Life chances

The opportunities that an individual has to share in the culture
and material rewards that society has to offer.

Status

Level of importance someone has.

Race

division in terms of natural and physical characteristics

Relative deprivation

Measure of the extent of poverty.
People should have the right to participate in the lifestyle available to the
majority of the population

Ethnicity

Ethnic group is a social group whose members share an identity
based on their cultural traditions, religion or language.

Ascribed status

Social standing given to an individual on the basis of inheritance

Gender

Achieved status

Social status gained by an individual as a result of educational
qualification/success.

social practices, expectations and ideas that are associated with
femininity and masculinity (socially constructed)

Alienation

Capitalism= goods but didn’t seem to make people happy. Lack power and
control over their lives.

Sex

Male of female, biological differences- ascribed at birth.

Social mobility

Where people change position or status in a stratification system, moving
up or down

Institutional racism

Practices that discriminate against ethnic minorities.

Intra-generational social
mobility

Social mobility experienced by an individual during their lifetime.

Intergenerational social
mobility

Social mobility experienced between generations. E.g son compared to
parents.

Stratification

How society is divided e.g gender, ethnicity, social class.

Social inequality

The uneven distribution of
Resources such as money and power.
Opportunities- e.g education, employment and health.

Wealth

ownership of assets such as property.

Income

money receive e.g wages

Status

social standing

Power

relates to how an individual gets what they want

